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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present how engraving letters is done on stone and

vessels in Mumbai. At a local level particularly in South Mumbai, it is religiously practiced

and even demanded for. Data was collected from places like Parel, Tambakata and

Gulalwadi. Apart from inauguration wall plaques, engraving is seen on tombstones,

nameplates and commemoratives. People in India have joint families and sharing food

with relatives and neighbours is an age old tradition. Thus, names were inscribed on these

vessels to keep track of them. Participants of this process were craftsmen themselves who

had hands-on experience in letter making and engraving. A total of 10 craftsmen were

interviewed. Depending on different types of materials, different tools and techniques

were considered. Unlike handwriting on paper, writing on vessels cater to the need of

writing steadily. The tool only engraves to a depth of about .010". Unquestionably, writing

with an electric hand engraving tool slows down your writing speed.

This project brings to consideration the aspect of material, lighting and scale, that can be

much more explored and experimented with. The insight of the paper is to provide a

platform for further research by experimenting to understand depth and dimensionality of

the medium. Also, to make people sensitive about local culture.
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This project is a documentative research project. The practice of engraving letters is

carried on and flourishing globally, but at a local level it’s still dying and individuals are

working towards preserving it.
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1. Introduction

1.1 History of engraving

Drawing preceded writing. The first remains of writing are the stone walls of caves on

which images were drawn. Engraving is one of the oldest and most important techniques

of printmaking. The skill of engraving upon bone, wood or stone was common to ancient

civilisations. The first evidence for humans engraving pattern is a chiseled shell, dating

between 5,40,000 and 4,30,000 years from Trinil in Java, Indonesia where the first Homo

Erectus was discovered. Many early engravers came from a goldsmithing background. In

India too, the seals of the Indus Valley Civilization about 5000 years old have been found

in Mohenjo-daro.

Figure 1: World’s oldest painting set in stone. www.nationalgeographic.com
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1.2 Engraving onto stone

Engraving is the practice of cutting a design onto a hard, usually flat surface by cutting

grooves into it with a burin (tool) and a mallet or a dummy. Engraving is a way of

personalising things. At inauguration ceremonies we often see elaborately engraved stones

fixed into walls. At the unveiling of a statue, the name of the person is also engraved

below it. But have we ever thought of what goes behind the making of such intricate

alphabets? These stone letters are text in relief. It is not a drawing transferred onto wood,

metal or stone; it is in consideration of the material which is used to make it, its nature,

resources and potentialities. They are seen on tombstones, nameplates, commemorative

and inauguration wall plaques among others. Tombstones have memorial engravings as a

way to represent life in a single, permanent monument. While most aspects of dealing

with the logistics of a loved one’s death are stressful and depressing, figuring out a way to

memorialize them permanently is actually a positive process. In the year 2000, the price

of one single letter to be engraved was Rs. 32.

Figure 2: A tombstone found in the Sewri cemetery.

1.3 Engraving on vessels

India follows a culture of having joint families and sharing food with neighbours. Inscribing

names on household vessels is an age old tradition in India. Hence it becomes easy to

distinguish your vessel from other vessels. To gift on special occasions like weddings,

house-warming and baby showers, the surface of new utensils are treated with names

engraved for people to remember.
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Figure 3: Engraving on a vessel in Tambakata.

1.4 Engraving on other materials

Imprinting is also done on the name badges of policemen, to decorate jewelry, firearms

and trophies. In today’s times, craftsmen don’t know how to write, nor do they know the

script. They are only aware of the process of engraving.

Figure 4: A policeman’s plastic pocket nameplate.

2. Survey

The process of investigating involved (a) finding materials for the research from the

college library, interviews, blogs and videos and (b) locating places to visit where one can

interact with the artisans- Gulalwadi, Tambakata, Sewri, Parel, Jogeshwari and Vile Parle.

These two steps were necessary in familiarizing oneself with the study of an art that was

completely foreign.
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3. Method

To gain first hand information, data was collected by talking to people, having focus

groups and personal interviews. To gather information, speaking to the artisans directly

was favored because many of them were from the lower-middle class background, very

occupied and wouldn’t have time to fill in a questionnaire. Documentation involves

fieldwork that is going to a place and observing the actions closely. Participants of this

process were craftsmen themselves who had hands-on experience in letter making and

engraving. 10 craftsmen were interviewed. They were selected on the basis of availability

and hours of work they put in each day.

After consciously observing the process, there was no use of reference print used in the

process of engraving onto the stone. Upon asking why, the craftsman replied stating that

getting prints is time-consuming. As printing places are forever crowded, it takes at least

an hour to get one single print. The same amount of time can be utilised to draw

alphabets using a glass marker.  As the glass marker rubs off easily, a linear drawing of the

alphabet is made with a pointed chisel as that leaves a faint mark. A reed pen is dipped in

white Camel ink to write on stone in case of calligraphy jobs.

Figure 5: Drafting alphabets with a white glass marker.

After engraving is done, layers of gold or oil paint are burnished on the alphabets. There

are three ways of putting gold. 1. By laying a gold foil. 2. By spraying gold paint, and 3.

Applying the gold paint by hand. As the gold foil is available at the price of Rs. 70, it

becomes a little expensive to purchase each sheet. If the gold colour is sprayed, it barely

stays on the surface and comes off easily. The best option is to use gold powder that is
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available by a brand called Charminar and is found easily in Zaveri Bazaar. A bottle of

lacquer is accompanied along with the gold powder to mix. For extra gold shine, it is

recommended to add a thinner to the gold powder. Applying gold does not take much

time, barely 5 minutes. The excess gold outside of the alphabets is scraped off with

samundri jhag (sea foam), also known as phen in local language. It is yellow in colour with

pores. As phen has polishing qualities, it is favourable to use it than using a knife. The

artists use phen as it is hard, has a smooth surface and when scraping it does not affect

the artwork.

Figure 6: Scraping off the excess gold with phen.

4. Observation

4.1 On stone

Due to the advancement of technology, in some places, a computer-generated artwork is

printed and pasted onto the stone to be engraved. This saves time of drawing each

alphabet precisely and produces best results by tracing on top of the print. The scale at

which it needs to be visible is also a factor in this case. Any letterform is affected by the

stone and also the tool used to shape that stone. The available options are granite, marble

and slatestone. The stone chosen depends on many things such as the location of the

plaque and whether it will be indoor or outdoors.
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Figure 7: The Artist places an order to the manufacturer for chisels.

The chisel width was such that there should be a slight overlap on the alphabet’s

thickness.

During the whole process, the engraving craftsmen were switching tools from a small

chisel to an extra-small chisel to a large chisel as per the letter curvature.

Figure 8: The technique of stabbing.

The technique is called stabbing where the chisel is held parallel to the surface and

hammered in towards the centre of the letter. The cutting angle was approximately 80

degrees. When the tool’s point breaks or chips even on a microscopic level, the chisel can

become hard to control and produce unexpected results. Chisel sharpening is done on a

sharpening stone called pathri. Sharpening the chisel should be approximately 20 degrees

from the surface.

The depth of the engraved alphabet depends on the pt size of the alphabet. For an

alphabet that is small, it is not possible to engrave excessively deep. An alphabet of 15 pt
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size can have a depth of 3.5-4mm. Dummies are available in weights from 0.45-0.9kg. One

looks at the letter and the point while hammering into it and not the dummy.

Figure 9: Sharpening the chisel on pathri.

Gripping the chisel should not be too tight. The chisel should carve and not scrape off. The

sound of the chisel makes a different noise when you’re engraving with a firm grip. Hands

of the craftsmen were seen to be loose and relaxed. Tool control needs to be practiced to

achieve the ultimate result. Maintaining the lightness of touch, one must not go too fast.

Granite has extremely fine grain and a wonderful contrast between smooth, polished and

natural silver-grey color of carved letters.

Figure 10: Gripping the chisel.
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A basic drill lesson of straight lines was conducted. The thumb had to be placed between

the index and middle finger for balance. The chisel tip needed to rest on the ring finger.

Wrist has to be in the air and not touching the surface for unbroken travel. The artwork

should be slant and facing right. Attempting to engrave onto marble, the chisel travelled

outward to inward when it actually should travel from top to bottom.

Figure 11 & 12: Drill lesson and engraving the letter A.

The process of refining is slow compared to the first stage. Post engraving, it was seen in

videos that gilding is done with gold leaf stamping. Whereas in India, gold paint was used

to embellish the stone. A variety of lacquers and finishing techniques exist to seal and

protect the work.

While laying and burnished gold, having too many layers look out of place. A very high rise

of gold also does not dry so well and when dry, it is more liable to chip. The work of laying

is carried out as quickly as possible as it takes a small amount of time to dry. If some part

is left out to burnish, the first part will start to settle and dry and together it will not

blend evenly. For gold paint, the thickness of the rising affects the time of drying. A thin

coat will dry in about 10 minutes. An extra coat may take several minutes to dry. The

granite has absorbent quality and sucks up the excess moisture. Primitively when gold foil

was used, it used to be put by hand. This process takes 12 hours to dry entirely. But for

gold paper, the surface needs to be uneven and not clean cut so it shines well. After

burnishing gold, coconut oil is then smeared in the end to have a little shine and to absorb

the gold colour.
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Figure 13: Burnishing gold.

Visiting the cemetery in Sewri, it was very interesting how the maximum number of

tombstones had been engraved. Very few were printed on glass. Is it a question of religion

as to why we only get to see it in Christianity? It was seen that the majority of work across

Mumbai was set in the Latin script, followed by Devanagari as Mumbai is a city that has a

Marathi speaking population. Rarely were there jobs in Arabic. Why is hand-engraving still

preferred over routing machinery even in today’s time?

4.2 On vessels

The retailers selling the vessels themselves engrave onto the metal surface. Unlike

handwriting on paper, writing on vessels cater to the need of writing slowly and steadily.

The writing is free-flowing and has to be sharp and clear to be recognised.

Unquestionably, writing with an electric hand engraving tool slows down your writing

speed. The electric engraving machine does not need maintenance and the tip is changed

every 14 months for finer results.
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Figure 14: The traditional way of engraving onto metal is by beating.

A round tip of 3mm was used to engrave names onto steel, aluminium and copper vessels.

When the tool moves sideways with a curve, the alphabets lose some of the details due to

friction. There is a compromise here that must be taken into consideration. The tool only

engraves to a depth of .010" -.015".

The shopkeepers learnt how to engrave by merely observing another person do it. For

them, using the hand engraving tool was not a big thing and they said it was as good as

holding a pen. It goes without saying that engraving on vessels is done free of charge. As

opposed to engraving on stone, engraving on vessels is a one-touch process. One does not

rewrite on formerly written alphabets.
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Figure 16: Engraving on copper with a 3mm tip.

Upon trying to engrave on vessels, the experience of writing fast resulted in very faint

letters whereas writing slowly and with pressure resulted in deep engraving. The speed of

the machine could be adjusted. On turning up the speed, the machine would vibrate

immensely. Writing in cursive was tough. Since the tool is heavy, it is problematic to write

continuously. One needs to lift the tool and take breaks.

Figure 15: Dremel hand engraving machine, made in the USA.
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Mistakes cannot be corrected on vessels as opposed to granite. Squiggling on top of the

mistake would only make it worse. While engraving in stone has ascenders and descenders,

the same guidelines are not followed while engraving on vessels. On drawing curvy letters

and swashes, the dots are spaced out more whereas drawing straight and slanting lines

result in the dots being close by.

Figure 17: Slight sloppy handwriting on the first try.

6. Limitations

Engraving on some surfaces may not be demanding as major jobs are done in stone. As

workspaces are always busy, it was hard to stay back for too long to observe the process in

depth and lack of detailed discussion with the artist. On vessels, the limitation is that the

hand vibrates and it is necessary to control the movements to achieve even writing. The

data collection process could have been more interesting.

7. Findings

7.1 On stone

There are three factors in this craft: Material, lighting and scale.

In case of text set in 72 pt size or more, the skeleton of the alphabet is incised at first

which is called chasing. It is done to define the line. After which the outline to the inner

side is engraved. It was recommended to have a text of 12 and above point size for

chiseling. One cannot engrave letters unless they understand them. This can best be done

in a natural light set-up. It is an act of delicacy, a labour-intensive and time-intensive
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process. One understands time and effort. For engraving in stone, the number of jobs is

3-4 a day. The reason being the same job is done at half price with the help of machines

and the work is ready within an hour. Laser engraving charges depend upon how long the

machine is running for. For hand engravers, it takes a lot of effort in chiselling out each

alphabet with precision and it takes a day or two in order to finish one job.

Figure 18: The final plaque.

7.2 On vessels

Engraving names on vessels depends on the quantity of vessels brought- sometimes 10,

sometimes 100. Inscribing on a surface level onto vessels and engraving on stone has less

to no chances of rusting due to the sturdy material. While engraving names on vessels, the

result of speed writing and slightly sloppy handwriting was expected as there is a large

quantity of names to be written. The people writing names were not accustomed to

naturally writing in cursive. They could only imitate what was written on paper. To avoid

mistakes, they would write three letters, look at the spelling and write the next three

letters.

8. Discussion & Conclusion

Engraving is a skill in itself and has the same expressive force as painting. It is not as

straightforward as drawing and has its own set of complications. Today, the Lettermaker is

accepted as a fine artist. To engrave onto wood, metal or stone, one needs to consider the

material and its nature, resources and potentialities.
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Figure 19: Closeup of the gold burnished alphabets.

Depth and dimensionality might be another aspect that can be explored.

As an on-going project, the following factors are yet to be discussed:

Whether the skill of engraving will be passed on to the next generation? Are we trying to

answer the question of diversity in the craft? Why is it practiced even today? What is the

importance of engraving in the current context? Do we see automated sandblasters

replacing handwork in the near future? Do we see any new processes of engraving?

Traditionally on certificates, the name of the participant is always written in calligraphy

that makes it authentic. For convenience, stickers are stuck on the medal. But engraving

one’s name onto a medal makes them feel special, for somebody who is sightless.

Through this study, it is recommended for Typography students to experiment engraving

on other similar surfaces for fresh experiments. Similar studies can be done on wooden

and acrylic surfaces around India. Other than hand engraving, machine engraving can also

be documented for further studies. We see some artisans working towards it and reviving

it. If explored further, there may be exquisite applications of engraving. To be local is to

use something that is locally produced. Global means relating to the whole world.

Interestingly, when people buy globally used products, they leave a mark on them to

personalise it and that becomes a local identity.
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